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Emgiult Cat Bowls, Elevated 15° Tilted Stainless Steel Cat Bowls
Non-Slip Stress Free Pet Food and Water Feeding Dishes for
Cats and Small Dogs
$15.99 $16.99 SALE

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

0° or 15° Adjustable: 15° tilted design protects your pet's cervical spine, which helps to release the pressure on the pet's neck. This bowl provides your pets

with super easy eating and a comfortable licking experience

Perfect Feeding Stand: Comfortable feeding height can promote the digestive health of pets, perfect 2-inch meal height provides maximum comfort, reducing

the pressure on pet joints and abdomen. 4 curved anti-skid rubbers on the bottom to prevent the bowl from sliding, and also protect the hardwood floor from

scratch

Premium 18/8 Stainless Steel: It’s the most commonly used in kitchen wares and the perfect choice for pet food bowls. Unbreakable, less likely to breed

bacteria, harmless to pets and the bowls are dishwasher safe

Easy to Rinse and Clean: The stainless steel bowl and ABS stand are detachable, which is easy to take out. And the rounded edge bowl with No corner is

easy to keep clean no matter when using the dishwasher or hand-washing

Choose for cats and small dogs: This feeding bowls are about 4.8 inches wide and about 2.13 inches deep. Deep enough to hold your pet food without spilling.

Two bowls for sharing or use as a full dinner set with food and water for one pet
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